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Gain convictions and close cases efficiently. Serve justice. 
OSCR is used and accepted in court.
Bring the scene to the courtroom with a visual walk-through of your case.
Seamless integration between law enforcement, attorneys, judges & juries.

WHAT IS OSCR360?
Built directly from the feedback of Prosecutors and Law Enforcement, OSCR360 combines easy-to-use 
courtroom presentation software with a powerful crime scene investigation tool. OSCR360 is the single 
platform to present and organize digital evidence.

Inspired by a juror’s experience, the OSCR360 software enables you to display your demonstrative evi-
dence (still images, documents, videos, reports, PDFs, etc.) in a single, simple-to-navigate presentation. 
On-scene spherical images, documented using the OSCR360 Capture Kit, act as containers for all your 
digital evidence. Provide context, perspective and a greater visual understanding of your case.

Present your evidence, provide a walk-through of the case & 
gain convictions with one single, easy-to-use platform.

https://www.l-tron.com/oscr360
https://www.l-tron.com/


OSCR’S PATH TO CONVICTIONS
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Gain convictions with seam-
less courtroom presenta-
tions.

Present your evidence on 
one single, easy-to-navigate 
platform.  

Provide a compelling 360-
degree visual walk-through 
of the case. Put viewers right 
in the middle of the scene,  
providing context and clarity.

BUILD YOUR CASE PRESENT YOUR CASE CLOSE YOUR CASE

The OSCR software  
provides a single platform 
to gather and present your  
demonstrative evidence.

Use OSCR360 images as 
the briefcase for containing 
your evidence. Easily display 
all evidence.

Personalized training is 
provided. Support is always 
available 24/7/365.

Close your case with con-
victions or pleas. Present 
the facts and connect the 
evidence. Justice is served.

Show context & perspective 
that are not found with  
traditional photography. 

The burden of proof lies 
with you. Pave the path to 
justice with a transparent 
and objective view of the 
scene. 

See how OSCR360 was used in this court case:

ABOUT L-TRON

Founded in 1975, L-Tron has worked with & for Law Enforcement 
for over 20 years. We are currently serving over 4,000 munici-
palities across all 50 states. Our team acts an extension of your 
team, bringing deep knowledge, experience & expertise. An ISO 
9001:2015 certified company, we operate with excellence, integrity 
& quality. “Your Success is our Purpose.”

“I thought it [OSCR360] helped consolidate all the 
information we had to consider and make things clearer.”

Juror #7 

Craig Rideout Murder Trial 
Rochester, NY

www.L-Tron.com/rideout

REQUEST A SAMPLE OSCR PRESENTATION 
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https://www.l-tron.com/resource-page/oscr360-ties-together-evidence-rideout-trial
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